The Story of Melynk…The Angel Who Appeared Before She Was Even Asked To
While preparing for an Angel Workshop in Simcoe, Ontario, Canada, I requested the Angels of
The Light provide me with a couple display Angel Portraits. As I arrived and began to set up
the display prior to the start of the workshop, one of these portraits appeared to be an
uncanny resemblance to the hostess, especially to the areas of the eyes. As I had only spoken
to her over the phone, we were both in awe of this Angel portrait resemblance, and
concluded that the portrait was her Angels. Amazing is the word to describe those in the
presence of this observation. Could the second Angel portrait meant for display also have its
recipient attending this workshop with a remarkable resemblance observed?
Melynk - this second Angel portrait has a mission to also connect!
During the Angel workshop, a petite participant with long strait hair well past her waist, approached me and stated
that she was drawn to this displayed portrait. The resemblance was again remarkable, a mirror image of her. With
confirmation from The Angels of The Light, these two portraits were presented to their rightful owners along with
the additional information of their Angels' names and personal messages.
However, the story continues in a magical awe. I received a letter from Darlene, the owner of this second Angel
Portrait and participant during this Angel workshop.
She writes ... "Gloria, when I opened my Angel package from you, I began to cry with joy, as the Angelic name
selected for me to use in communication with my Angels is the exact duplication of my own special personalized
language that I use only with my family and friends. To give you an example, I would say ... Oh, there goes "me"•
phone; "me"• husband; "me"• Mom, etc., as I personalize "me"• in front of my statements. So you can imagine my
shock and delight when I looked at my Angel's name "Me lynk"•.
"Me"• link with my Angels, and I almost didn't attend your workshop! My favourite part of life's synchronicities is
collecting clues and putting it all together. Sometimes I file things away for months or years and then instantly
recall them to memory and connect the dots. My Angel is working with me in so many significant ways that I am
aware of, and I must tell you about this recent confirmation."•
This incredible story continues ...
"I found out that "Melynk"• is a Ukrainian word. Spirit provided a message to another who connected the dots to
me, but not right away. One of those synchronistic things. (smile)
When my friend Louise was given the message, she did not understand it. She does now. She was given the word
"Melynk" by a Medium that she had visited while in another town, and had no idea why she was being told this
word.
This word means "little darling one" however, it is deeper than that surface meaning of this word, and you must
remember to tell your friend who uses this word to communicate with the Spirit world.•... were the words of the
Medium.
My friend mentioned this strange message she had received when we were visiting, sometime later. You can
imagine her surprise, that it was for me. WOW! WOW!
I have become much more tuned in than I ever thought possible and still I shall become more aware. I am very
excited about this. It is a joy for me to share with you and know that you understand the importance of even the
tiniest event that connects the dots. We can have such adventure on our paths if we stay alert. Angel Hugs and
Love Always ... Darlene."•
Darlene's Angel Portrait is graciously offered for display at left
Talk about a huge confirmation and Angel connection Darlene received by choosing to open to Angels in her life
and attending that initial Angel workshop.

